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Confinement transitions in the Wendelstein 7-AS stellarator[H. Renneret al., Plasma Phys.
Controlled Fusion31, 1579(1989)] can be induced by varying either the internal plasma current or
the external magnetic field. In this paper we report on experiments where closely matched
confinement states(good and bad) were constructed using the latter method. Analysis using the
former scheme has been reported upon previously[S. Zoletnik et al., Plasma Phys. Controlled
Fusion 44, 1581(2002)]. The electron temperature, along with the major spectral characteristics of
magnetic and small-scale electron density fluctuations, changes dramatically at the transition from
good to bad confinement. The fluctuation power is intermittent, and core bursts traveling in the
electron diamagnetic drift(DD) direction are correlated between the bottom and top of the plasma,
especially during degraded confinement. A corresponding top–bottom correlation for the edge ion
DD direction turbulence feature was not found. Strong correlations are observed both between the
two density fluctuation signals and between magnetic and density fluctuations in bad compared to
good confinement. The correlation time of the bursts is of order 100ms, similar to the lifetime
observed during edge localized modes. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1818142]

I. INTRODUCTION

The role of plasma turbulence in confinement transitions,
both induced and spontaneous, is currently being investi-
gated in most magnetic confinement fusion devices. This pa-
per is part of that continual effort, and focuses on externally
induced confinement transitions.

It is a well known fact that confinement in the Wendel-
stein 7-AS (W7-AS) stellarator1 is very sensitive to the
boundary value of the rotational transform,i a. Here,a is the
minor radius of the plasma. Optimum confinement is found
in narrowi a windows close to(but not at) low-order rationals
i a=1/2,1/3, etc.2–4 The special significance of these win-
dows is that they are free from the otherwise densely spaced
higher-order rationali a values.5 Therefore it has been as-
sumed that perturbations arising at higher-order rational sur-
faces enhance the electron transport. These perturbations
could be either static(due to the magnetic field) or dynamic
(due to turbulence or magnetohydrodynamic activity).6,7 The
investigation in this paper is a study of the changes in elec-
tron density and magnetic fluctuations associated with the
varying confinement quality at differenti a.

The diagnostics available for our analysis are Mirnov
coil measurements of magnetic fluctuations8 and collective
scattering measurements of density fluctuations using an in-
frared light source.9

We present an extended analysis of discharge types pre-
viously treated in Refs. 10 and 11. The plasmas had edge
rotational transformsi a close to 1/3, where confinement is

very sensitive to small changes ini a. Good(bad) stationary

confinement is achieved by settingi a,0.34 (0.36) using the

external magnetic field coils; the plasmas are net current free.
At the time when analysis was done for Ref. 10, corre-

lation techniques involving magnetic and density
fluctuations12–15 had not yet been applied to these plasma
types. We find that it is essential to test whether turbulence is
more strongly correlated in bad than good confinement, as
has been found for spontaneous confinement transitions. In
Ref. 10 we focused on wave number spectra, power spectra,
and the radial profile of fluctuations. Herein, we concentrate
on the intermittent behavior of turbulence in similar plasmas,
so our effort constitutes a continuation of the work presented
in Ref. 10.

Furthermore, additional analysis tools have been devel-
oped, e.g., a method to extract the density fluctuation
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speed;15 and the correlation techniques in Sec. III D 1 have
been created specifically for this paper.

The paper is organized as follows: We describe the dis-
charges and turbulence diagnostics in Sec. II. Spectral analy-
sis tools, fluctuation measurements and correlation calcula-
tions aimed at studying the intermittent nature of the
measured turbulence are collected in Sec. III. A discussion of
the results is placed in Sec. IV. Finally, our conclusions are
stated in Sec. V.

II. THE EXPERIMENTS

A. Description of the discharge types

The discharges treated in this paper were all heated on-
axis by 450 kW of electron cyclotron resonance heating. The
central density was 831019 m−3 and was kept constant by
feedback gas puffing. The toroidal magnetic field was 2.5 T
and the vertical magnetic field was 22 mT. The net plasma
currentIp was set to zero.

Four discharges will be treated, see Table I. The first two
discharges display stationary good(SG) confinement and the
last two stationary bad(SB) confinement. Good(bad) con-
finement is characterized by a high(low) electron tempera-
ture and an energy confinement time of 26s10d ms.

Figure 1 shows wave forms of major plasma parameters.
The grey semitransparent rectangle indicates the analysis
time interval written in Table I. The traces in the top row
show that the current was zero for the plasmas. The second
row displays traces of stored energyWdia and shows that
Wdia,SG=11.2 kJ andWdia,SB=4.9 kJ. The stored energy for
the other two shots follows the same pattern, see Table I. The
central row shows the line density. The fourth and fifth rows

display magnetic fluctuations in shot 47 941(SG) and shot
47 944(SB) measured using a Mirnov coil, see Sec. II B 2.

In Fig. 2 we show electron density and temperature pro-
files measured using a ruby laser Thomson scattering system
that provides one density/temperature profile per discharge.
The density profiles show that the feedback gas puffing suc-
ceeds in keeping the density constant, regardless of the con-
finement state. The temperature profile for SB confinement is
strongly reduced compared to SG confinement.

B. Turbulence diagnostics

1. Collective light scattering

The localized turbulence scattering(LOTUS) density
fluctuation diagnostic has been described in detail
elsewhere.9 We will therefore limit ourselves to a rudimen-
tary description below.

The radiation source is a continual wave CO2 laser
yielding 20 W. A small part of the radiation is separated
from the main(M) beam and frequency shifted by 40 MHz,
see Fig. 3. This second beam is called the local oscillator
(LO) beam. Both beams are split in two and propagated to
the plasma, where two pairs of crossed M and LO beams

TABLE I. Summary of discharges analyzed.

Shot number uR Time interval(s) i a State Wdia (kJ) Uvolume 2 (km/s)

47 941 −9.5° [0.45, 0.50] 0.345 SG 11.2 2.8

47 943 10.5° [0.45, 0.50] 0.345 SG 11.2 2.9

47 944 −9.5° [0.45, 0.50] 0.363 SB 4.9 2.0

47 946 10.5° [0.45, 0.50] 0.363 SB 5.0 2.1

FIG. 1. Discharge overview. Shot 47 941(SG) is represented by solid lines,
shot 47 944(SB) by dashed lines in the three top plots. From top to bottom:
Plasma current, stored energy, line density, magnetic fluctuations in shot
47 941(SG), and magnetic fluctuations in shot 47 944(SB). The gray semi-
transparent rectangle indicates the analysis time interval written in Table I.

FIG. 2. (Color). Electron density(top) and temperature(bottom) profiles
obtained using ruby laser Thomson scattering. Open green dots are shot
47 942(SG) and solid blue squares are shot 47 945(SB). The profiles are
measured 400 ms into the discharges.
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interfere to form the measurement volumes. The two narrow
(diameter 2w=8 mm, wherew is the beam waist) vertical
measurement volumes are separated by a distanced
=29 mm. The measured wave numberk' is the same in each
volume and proportional to the scattering angleus between
the M and LO beams. In the experiments analyzed herein the
direction ofk' was set along the major radiusR of the stel-
larator sa1=a2=0°d. For the four shots analyzed,k' was
15 cm−1.

Aligning the angle between the measurement volumes
uR so that the vector connecting the two measurement vol-
umes is parallel to the local magnetic field at the top or
bottom of the plasma, some spatial localization can be ob-
tained, see, e.g., Refs. 9, 10, and 16.uR (which is 0° for
purely toroidal separation) was set to either −9.5° or 10.5°,
see Table I. In our case, the angles chosen mean that we
observe fluctuations localized either at the topsuR=−9.5°d or
at the bottomsuR=10.5°d of the plasma when we calculate
the crosspower spectrum between the two volumes. The sig-
nal from a single volume(autopower) is a line integral of
density fluctuations through the entire plasma column. If the
crosspower between the two scattering signals is much

higher at oneuR alignment angle than at the other, then the
autopower at that frequency is dominated by a signal from
the region of the plasma(top or bottom) whereuR matches
the magnetic field direction. If the crosspower at some fre-
quency is comparable for both angles, then the source of that
frequency fluctuation cannot be localized.

The vertical line in Fig. 4 indicates the position of the
measurement volumes with respect to the flux surfaces. The
crossing M and LO beams forming the measurement vol-
umes are frequency shifted. Therefore heterodyne detection
is performed, meaning that we can distinguish the direction
of the fluctuations as being due to inward(outward) [positive
(negative) frequencies] traveling fluctuations parallel toR.

2. Mirnov coil systems

W7-AS is equipped with several Mirnov coil arrays to
detect fluctuations in the poloidal magnetic fieldBu. For our
correlation analysis we use data acquired by the Mirnov time
(MIRTIM ) monitor coil; it is sampled at 250 kHz.8 The
MIRTIM coil is situated at the outboard midplane roughly

FIG. 3. Left: Schematic representation of the dual volume setup(side view).
Thick lines are the M beams, thin lines the LO beams. Right: The dual
volume setup seen from above. The black dots are the measurement
volumes.

FIG. 4. Flux surfaces at the LOTUS diagnostic position. The dashed line
shows the last closed flux surface(LCFS) due to limiter action. The mag-
netic field direction and the corresponding electron diamagnetic drift direc-
tion is indicated. The measured wave number is along the major radiusR.

FIG. 5. (Color). Spectrograms of MIRTIM monitor coil measurements. Left, shot 47 941(SG); right, shot 47 944(SB), see Fig. 1. The colorscale is
logarithmic.
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8 cm from the last closed flux surface(LCFS). It is sensitive
to fluctuations having a wave number of about 0.2 cm−1 and
dominated by edge turbulence.13

In Fig. 5 we show Mirnov coil measurements of fluctua-
tions in shots 47 941(SG) and 47 944(SB). During SG con-
finement, four separate modes can be observed from
20 to 110 kHz. In SB confinement the three low frequency
modes have moved toward each other(and to lower frequen-
cies) while the highest frequency mode is not visible.

III. TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS

A. Spectral analysis tools

1. Autopower

The real signals acquired from each detector are centered
at the heterodyne carrier frequency of 40 MHz. These are
quadrature demodulated to obtain complex signals centered
at zero frequency. The resulting signals are denoted

Sjstd = Xjstd + iYjstd = Ajstd 3 eiF jstd, s1d

where j is the volume number(1 or 2). We can proceed and
calculate

Pjsnd = UE
t1

t2

Sjstdei2pntdtU2

, s2d

the autopower spectrum of volumej for a time intervalT
= t2− t1. The autopower in a certain frequency bandDn=n2

−n1,

Pj
b =E

n1

n2

Pjsnddn s3d

is called the band autopower, as indicated by the lowercase
superscriptb in Eq. (3).

2. Crosspower

The crosspower spectrum is defined to be

P12snd = F1
*sndF2snd

= SE
t1

t2

S1stdei2pntdtD*SE
t1

t2

S2stdei2pntdtD , s4d

for a time intervalT.17 The crosspower spectrum is a com-
plex number; the amplitude and phase are called the cross-
power amplitude and phase, respectively.

Usually one averages in frequency from the originaldn
=1/Ts of the fast Fourier transform(Ts is the original sample
length, 50 ns), to some Dn value, typically of order
10–100 kHz. If the actual sample length is 10 ms, this
means that we average overM =Dn /dn=100–1000 points in
the spectrum. The power in uncorrelated parts of the spec-
trum is reduced due to phase mixing by a factorÎM
=10–30.9,18 Contributions to the remaining spectrum are due
to correlated signals, the power being proportional to the
power of the correlated fluctuations.

To understand the significance of the crosspower phase,
we will assume that the signal in one volume is delayed by
Dt relative to the signal in the other volume:

S2std = S1st − Dtd. s5d

This means that

F2snd =E
t1

t2

S2stdei2pntdt

=E
t1

t2

S1st − Dtdei2pntdt

= ei2pnDtE
t1

t2

S1st − Dtdei2pnst−Dtddt

= ei2pnDtE
t1−Dt

t2−Dt

S1sudei2pnudu < ei2pnDtF1snd. s6d

The crosspower spectrum then becomes

P12snd = F1
*sndF2snd < F1

*sndei2pnDtF1snd = ei2pnDtP1snd.

s7d

The crosspower phase is here

f12 = 2pnDt + f0 = vDt + f0, s8d

where we have added a constantf0; due to the optical setup,
the crosspower phase is not zero at 0 Hz. The slope of the
crosspower phase is equal to the time delay:

]f12

]v
= Dt. s9d

If there is no crosspower phase delaysDt=0d but still a
crosspower amplitude above noise level, this means that the
structure overlaps both volumes.19

If there is a time delay, the group velocity of the fluc-
tuations isvg=D /Dt, D being the distance between the two
measurement volumes along the group velocity vector.

3. Correlations

The cross covariance between two time seriesx andy is
given as

Rxystd =
1

N
o
k=0

N−utu−1

sxk+utu − x̄dsyk − ȳd for t , 0,

s10d

Rxystd =
1

N
o
k=0

N−t−1

sxk − x̄dsyk+t − ȳd for t ù 0,

where t is time lag andN is the size of the two series.18

Similarly, the cross correlation is conventionally defined in
terms of cross covariances as

Cxystd =
Rxystd

ÎRxxs0d 3 Ryys0d
. s11d

In this paper we do not analyze correlations between the
measured signals themselves, but we intend to investigate the
correlation between the modulation of their power or band
autopower, see Eq.(3). Our technique is similar to the one
introduced in Refs. 20 and 21, it is fundamentally different
from the standard signal correlation. This correlation calcu-
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lation can be done between band autopower signals at differ-
ent frequencies as illustrated in Fig. 6. If it can be shown that
the signals in some frequency bands are dominated by the
signal from a certain plasma region or phenomenon, the band
autopower correlation technique enables the analysis of the
correlation between fluctuation power at different locations
or among various phenomena. Additionally the temporal cor-
relation of band autopower signals gives information on in-
termittency, that is, the temporal variation of the fluctuation
power.

B. Line integrated density fluctuations

In Fig. 7, we show autopower spectra of the density
fluctuations in two of the discharges treated. The solid line is
for SG confinement and the dashed line is for SB confine-
ment. The good confinement state is characterized by several
features: A broad, low amplitude feature at high positive fre-
quencies and two counter propagating low frequency, high
amplitude features. In bad confinement these features occupy
a reduced frequency range; their amplitudes also increase
markedly. The low amplitude, high positive frequency fea-
ture seems to have almost disappeared in SB confinement,
but can still be discerned by a change of slope at about
800 kHz.

The reduction in frequency range from good to bad con-
finement implies that the speedU (magnitude of the poloidal
velocity U) of the density fluctuations decreases. This can be
quantified by calculating the derivative of the measured
phase with respect to time[]tF, see Eq.(1)].15,22 In Ref. 15,
this technique was applied to plasmas in low(L) and high
(H) confinement mode. In Fig. 8 we showku]tFul vs time for
shots 47 941(SG) and 47 944(SB). Here,k·l denotes a tem-
poral average. Sinceku]tFul=k'U, wherek' is the measured
wave number, we can calculate the speed of the dominating
fluctuations from the measured absolute value of the phase
derivative. For the SG shots we getUSG=2.8∨2.9 km/s and
for the SB discharges we obtainUSB=2.0∨2.1 km/s, see
Table I.

A comparable behavior of the velocity a few centimeters
inside the LCFS was found in Ref. 23. Both the velocity of
density fluctuations calculated from the Doppler shift of re-
flectometry measurements and theE3B velocity calculated
from passive spectroscopic measurements of boron IV show
that the velocity decreases from good to bad confinement.
Further, it was demonstrated that these density fluctuations
travel in the electron diamagnetic drift(DD) direction.

Note that the autopower spectra presented in this section
are not spatially localized; the crosspower spectra in Sec.
III C will yield information on the structures localized at the
top and bottom of the plasma.

C. Spatially localized density fluctuations

We have previously demonstrated that some spatial lo-
calization can be obtained by calculating the crosspower
spectrum between two spatially separated, narrow measure-
ment volumes.9,10

Crosspower amplitudes for discharges 47 943(SG) and
47 946 (SB) are shown in Fig. 10. The measurements are

FIG. 9. Edge radial electric fieldEr as determined by boron IV spectroscopy
vs z. The diagnostic coordinatez is roughly double the minor radius value.
Left, shot 45 237(SG); right, shot 45 239(SB).

FIG. 6. Illustration of band autopower correlation between signals. The
frequency of the signal at the plasma top is slightly different from the fre-
quency at the bottom, but their amplitude is modulated in a completely
correlated way. These two signals exhibit zero correlation(due to their dif-
ferent frequencies) but display high band autopower correlation. The signals
are only for illustration of concepts, not from the measurements.

FIG. 7. Autopower spectra, volume 2. Shot 47 941(SG) is represented by
the solid line, shot 479 44(SB) by the dashed line. The counter propagating
low frequency, high amplitude features are marked by gray semitransparent
rectangles.

FIG. 8. Average of the absolute value of the phase derivative vs time, shots
47 941(SG, solid line) and 47 944(SB, dashed line). The measurements are
from volume 2, the time resolution is 1 ms, and the data have been band
pass filtered between 50 kHz and 3 MHz. The gray semitransparent rect-
angle indicates the analysis time interval written in Table I.
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localized at the bottom of the plasma; this means that fluc-
tuations associated with positive(negative) frequencies
travel in the electron(ion) DD direction.

Two features exist in SG confinement: A low frequency,
high amplitude feature traveling in the ion DD direction and
a high frequency, low amplitude feature traveling in the elec-
tron DD direction.9,10 Assuming that the frequency shift of
the fluctuations is dominated by theE3B Doppler shift, the
electron feature is localized inside the LCFS, associated with
the negative radial electric fieldsErd there, see Fig. 9. Con-
versely, the ion feature lives outside the LCFS whereEr is
positive. In W7-AS, the sign ofEr generally reverses at the
LCFS. The amplitude of both features increases in SB con-
finement, and the frequency range inhabited by the electron
feature is reduced. The electron feature peaks away from dc
in both good and bad confinement, in contrast to the ion
feature which has its maximum close to dc.

As explained in Sec. III A 2, the slope of the crosspower
phase is a measure of the time delayDt between the two
measurement volumes. In Fig. 11, the top plot shows the
crosspower phase vs frequency for SG confinement. The bot-
tom plot shows the crosspower phase for SB confinement.
The plots show correlated fluctuations at the bottom of the
plasma. In both cases, the phase displays a slope for both the
ion and electron DD feature, indicating a time delay between
the measurement volumes. A positive(negative) slope means
that the signal in volume 2(1) is delayed relative to the
signal in volume 1(2). Since the slopes at negative and posi-

tive frequencies have opposite signs, these features are
counter propagating as has already been assumed(see Fig.
10). The frequency range where a slope is visible(i.e., the
frequency range where the crosspower amplitude is above
the noise) is much larger for the electron compared to the ion
feature, especially during good confinement. It is also clear
that the frequency interval of the electron feature decreases
in going from good to bad confinement.

To arrive at a more quantitative understanding of how
the time delays between the volumes vary as a function of
confinement quality, we made linear fits to the crosspower
phases shown in Fig. 11 and corresponding measurements
from the top of the plasma. The resulting delays,Dt, are
shown in Table II. The frequency intervals in which the lin-
ear fits were made,Df, are also given. These intervals were
chosen by hand in each case to ensure a good quality of the
fits.

The electron DD delay at the top of the plasma increases
38% from good to bad confinements0.24–0.33msd and 80%
s0.10–0.18msd at the bottom of the plasma. The larger
changes of the delay at the bottom of the plasma corrobo-
rates our previous observations that the frequency range oc-
cupied by the electron DD feature changes more dramatically
at the bottom than at the top of the plasma. Further, the
absolute values of the time delays are largest at the top of the
plasma, indicating smaller velocities.

The situation for the ion DD delays is not as clear-cut. At
the top it decreases 31%s0.32–0.22msd and at the bottom it
increases 58%s0.19–0.30msd. The ambiguity is not under-

FIG. 11. Crosspower phase spectra at the bottom of the plasma. Top, shot
47 943(SG), bottom, shot 47 946(SB).

FIG. 10. Crosspower amplitude spectra at the bottom of the plasma, shots
47 943(SG, solid line) and 47 946(SB, dashed line).

TABLE II. Summary of time delays between the measurement volumes.

Shot number Plasma position State Direction Df (kHz) Dt smsd

47 941 Top SG e DD f−1400,−400g 0.24

47 944 Top SB e DD f−900,−100g 0.33

47 941 Top SG i DD [0, 500] 0.32

47 944 Top SB i DD [100, 500] 0.22

47 943 Bottom SG e DD [500, 2300] 0.10

47 946 Bottom SB e DD [300, 1200] 0.18

47 943 Bottom SG i DD f−700,−100g 0.19

47 946 Bottom SB i DD f−500,−100g 0.30
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stood; the ion feature is associated with the positiveEr out-
side the LCFS. So the opposing trends are localized in the
scrape-off layer(SOL) at the very top and bottom of the
plasma.

D. Intermittency

In this section we investigate whether the amplitude of
density and magnetic field fluctuations is constant in time or
intermittent. The analysis is done by calculating band auto-
power signals defined by Eq.(3) and analyzing the correla-
tion between different frequencies.20,21,24As was discussed in
the previous sections, different frequency ranges correspond
to different features and to different locations in the plasma,
therefore a correlation analysis between different frequencies
reveals information on the correlation of different turbulent
features.

The amplitude of the scattered signal might be modu-
lated by various mechanisms.

(1) Statistics of the observed scattering events(waves,
perturbations) in the plasma. This arises from the finite num-
ber of events seen by the diagnostic at a given time. A modu-
lation of this type would not mean that the turbulence is
intermittent.

(2) Noise associated with the diagnostic. As was shown
in Ref. 9, the dominant noise source in the LOTUS diagnos-
tic is white detector noise, so it would not introduce a corre-
lation between band autopower signals measured in different
volumes and/or at different frequencies. On the other hand
this component will contribute to the magnitude of the cross
correlation defined by Eq.(11).

(3) Intermittent modulation of the turbulence in the
plasma. We are interested in this modulation, since it might
reveal information on the turbulence mechanism itself.

These sources of modulation can be distinguished by
analyzing the spatial, temporal, and frequency range of the
correlations. To ensure that modulations are not caused by
some phenomenon specific to the laser scattering diagnostic,
correlations between band autopowers and the rms amplitude
of Mirnov coil signals are also presented.

1. Correlations in the modulation of density
fluctuation power

In this section, we will investigate cross correlations[see
Eq. (11)] between different band autopowers[see Eq.(3)],
i.e., temporal changes of the density fluctuation power at
different frequencies. A comparison of the crosspower spec-
tra between volumes aligned along the magnetic field at the
bottom and the top of the plasma reveals(see Fig. 14 in Ref.
10) that above about 500 kHz the autopower spectra are
dominated by scattering from the bottom(positive frequen-
cies) or top (negative frequencies). This allows us to corre-
late the power modulation of fluctuations at the bottom and
top of the plasma by correlating band autopower signals at
high negative and positive frequencies. A correlation be-
tween the modulation of the power at negative and positive
frequencies would either mean that(i) the waves observed by
LOTUS travel from the top to the bottom(and/or from the
bottom to the top) of the plasma poloidally along a flux

surface or that(ii ) some mechanism modulates the density
fluctuation power at the top and bottom of the plasma in a
correlated way. As was shown in Ref. 9, the cross-field cor-
relation lengthL' of the fluctuations is of order 1 cm, so
mechanism(i) can be excluded. This means that by analyz-
ing the correlation between negative and positive frequencies
we are studying a phenomenon which modulates the fluctua-
tion power and not the fluctuations themselves.

We will initially let the band autopower from
700 to 800 kHz be the reference signal[y series in Eq.
(11)], and correlate this signal with band autopowers in the
other volume, ranging from −2.5 to 2.5 MHz[x series in
Eq. (11)]. The time resolution is 100ms. The correlations are
made both using volume 1 and volume 2 as reference sig-
nals. However, this does not affect the results.

Figure 12 shows the cross correlation at zero time lag vs
frequency for shot 47 941(SG) and 47 944(SB). Correla-
tions corresponding to those shown have also been calcu-
lated for time lags away from zero. This investigation estab-
lished that the correlation has a maximum at zero time lag,
and decreases symmetrically for both positive and negative
time lags, see Fig. 13. First of all it is clear that whether one
uses volume 1(triangles) or volume 2(diamonds) as a ref-
erence, the result is the same.

During SG confinement, a low level of correlation is
observed, but remains below about 10%. In contrast, the SB
confinement correlations are quite large, up to 40%. The cor-
relation peak at positive frequencies is wider than the nega-
tive frequency one.

We interpret this “double-hump” correlation as follows:
The fluctuations in the reference band are correlated with
fluctuations in the other volume having both the same and
the opposite frequency sign. This situation arises because the

FIG. 12. Left, shot 47 941(SG); right, shot 47 944(SB). Diamonds: Cross
correlation at zero time lag between reference band autopower
f700, 800g kHz, volume 2 and band autopowers in volume 1. Triangles:
Cross correlations with the volumes switched. The vertical lines mark the
reference frequency.

FIG. 13. Cross correlation between density fluctuation band autopowers vs
time lag(units of 20ms). Left, cross correlation for shot 47 941(SG); right,
cross correlation for shot 47 944(SB). Solid lines are the cross correlations
between thef700, 800g kHz band autopowers in volume 1 and the
f−800, −700g kHz band autopowers in volume 2. Dashed lines: Cross cor-
relations with the volumes switched.
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fluctuation power at the bottom and top of the plasma is
being modulated simultaneously. We have seen that the cor-
related fluctuations are generally restricted to rather high fre-
quencies(above a few hundred kilohertz). Since we know
that the ion(electron) DD feature exists at low(high) fre-
quencies, the correlated fluctuations are traveling in the elec-
tron DD direction. In the present case, this means that the
reference band is observing electron DD fluctuations at the
bottom of the plasma, see Fig. 4. The correlation hill at posi-
tive (negative) frequencies is due to correlated fluctuations in
the other volume traveling in the electron DD direction at the
bottom (top) of the plasma. That explains our observation
made above that the positive frequency peak is wider than
the one for negative frequencies.

It is interesting that the correlations seen in Fig. 12 do
not extend to low frequencies. This means that the low fre-
quency ion DD feature[which resides outside the LCFS
(Ref. 10)] is not correlated with the high frequency electron
DD feature inside the LCFS. Similar observations that SOL
turbulence is disconnected from core fluctuations have been
published in, e.g., Ref. 25.

Let us return to Fig. 13: We define the correlation time to
be the full width at half maximum(FWHM) of the cross
correlation function. We let positive(negative) frequency
band autopowers be thex syd series in Eq.(11). This means
that for positive lags, positive frequency fluctuations occur
first, while for negative lags, they are delayed with respect to
the negative frequency turbulence. No clear correlation is
observed for SG confinement, but a correlation is seen for
SB confinement with a correlation time of about 100ms. The
cross correlation maximum amplitude is reduced to 20%
from 40% for the corresponding point in the right-hand plot
of Fig. 12(at −750 kHz) because of the increased time reso-
lution from 100 to 20ms. So the reduction in the cross cor-
relation is due to the reduced signal-to-noise ratio arising
from the binning of fewer measurement points. There is no
peak in the cross correlation function away from zero time
lag, which strengthens our conclusion that the correlations
measured are due to mechanism(ii ), see the first paragraph
in this section.

The next step in our analysis of correlated fluctuations in
the two volumes is to calculate correlations using a wide
range of reference frequencies: −2 to 2 MHz(100 kHz
bandwidth, 100ms time resolution). With the help of Fig. 4,
we can understand the meaning of contour plots having ref-

erence band autopowers[y series in Eq.(11)] on one axis
and band autopowers[x series in Eq.(11)] on the other. In
Fig. 14, we see that correlations in each quadrant have dif-
ferent meanings in terms of localization.

Now that we have established the interpretation of this
type of contour plots, we proceed to the measurements.

The left-hand plot of Fig. 15 shows correlations for SG
confinement: A localized, modest correlation in the lower
left-hand quadrant, and a smaller, broader correlation in the
upper right-hand quadrant. The broad(narrow) correlation
originates at the bottom(top) of the plasma. The mixed top-
bottom correlations are rather broad and have small ampli-
tudes.

The right-hand plot of Fig. 15 shows correlations for SB
confinement. Here, we see that each quadrant has an “island”
of strongly correlated high frequency fluctuations. If we
compare the upper right-hand and lower left-hand quadrant,
we find what would be expected: The bottom correlation
extends to higher frequencies than the top one, since the
frequency of the electron DD feature is highest at the bottom.
The amplitude of the correlation is largest at the top, as is the
case for the crosspower amplitude. Correlations in the two
other quadrants—due to a combination of fluctuations at the
top and bottom of the plasma—have similar amplitudes.

For both SG and SB confinement a “stripe” of low fre-
quencies is correlated between the two volumes. This is a
real effect; correlations calculated using 20 ms of back-
ground data(no plasma) do not exhibit any systematic struc-
ture at all, see Fig. 16. So the stripe is caused by ion DD
fluctuations correlated between the two volumes at the top
(upper right-hand quadrant) and bottom (lower left-hand
quadrant) of the plasma. However, no correlation is seen
between the top and the bottom of the plasma, therefore this

FIG. 14. We assume that the correlations observed in Fig. 12 are due to
fluctuations traveling in the electron DD direction. Combining this with the
conventions of Fig. 4, we conclude that correlations in each quadrant of the
grid shown originate from different fluctuation components.

FIG. 15. Left, shot 47 941(SG); right, shot 47 944(SB). Cross correlation
between reference band autopowers, volume 2, and band autopowers in
volume 1. The contour plots are displayed vs reference and band frequency.

FIG. 16. Shot 47 941(SG), background data: Cross correlation between
reference band autopowers, volume 2, and band autopowers in volume 1.
The contour plot is displayed vs reference and band frequency.
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observation might simply arise due to the statistics of turbu-
lent events in the SOL. For SG confinement the ion feature is
only seen at the top of the plasma. During SB confinement
the ion feature is top-bottom symmetric and has a lower fre-
quency.

2. Correlations between the modulation of density
and magnetic fluctuation power

We now turn to correlations between band autopowers
and magnetic fluctuations. We will let the band autopower of
the density fluctuations be thex series, andy be the rms
power of the Mirnov coil signal, see Eq.(11) and Ref. 13.
This means that for positive lags, density fluctuations occur
first, while for negative lags, they are delayed with respect to
the Mirnov coil series.

If a correlation is detected, it does not mean that the
density fluctuations observed by laser scattering have a mag-
netic component. The laser scattering measures millimeter-
scale structures, while the Mirnov coil signals are sensitive
only to several centimeter-scale structures. A correlation
would therefore simply mean that some event occurs in the
plasma which modulates the amplitude ofbothmagnetic and
density fluctuations.

Figure 17 shows the cross correlation between density
fluctuations in thef700, 800g kHz frequency band and mag-
netic fluctuations for shots 47 941 and 47 944. The left-hand
plot is for SG confinement and the right-hand plot is for SB
confinement. A weak correlation(up to 10%) is visible for
SG confinement, centered at a time lag of −50ms; this
means that the magnetic fluctuations occur 50ms before the
density fluctuations. The SB confinement correlation is sym-
metric around zero time lag and has a maximum correlation
of 30%. The correlation time in the SB confinement case is
about 100ms, comparable to the result displayed in Fig. 13.

We show contour plots of the correlations between mag-
netic and density fluctuations in Fig. 18. Time lag is shown
on the vertical axis, up to ±300ms in steps of 20ms. The
time lags are shown vs density fluctuation band frequency in
volume 2(100 kHz bandwidth).

The SG confinement shot has correlations centered at
zero time lag for frequencies in the rangef−1400,
−300g kHz. In contrast, the correlations at positive frequen-
cies peak for different values of the time lag: At high fre-
quenciess2 MHzd, the time lag is zero, as opposed to low
frequenciess500 kHzd, where the time lag is −50ms, see the
left-hand plot in Fig. 17.

The SB confinement correlations are centered at zero
time lag: The range of the negative(positive) frequency cor-
relations isf−1300, −300g sf300, 1300dg kHz. Their ampli-
tudes are much larger than those found in SG confinement.

The correlations in both SG and SB confinement are for
fluctuations traveling in the electron DD direction. The nega-
tive (positive) frequency correlations are at the top(bottom)
of the plasma. The positive frequency range is largest, since
the electron DD feature has higher frequencies at the bottom
than at the top of the plasma.

It is worth noting that no correlation is observed at low
frequencies, that is, for the power of the ion DD feature. This
agrees well with the earlier observation,25 that SOL turbu-
lence is purely electrostatic, therefore no magnetic fluctua-
tion is involved.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Confinement and correlated fluctuations

The general observation that the transition from bad to
good confinement is associated with a decreased level of
correlated fluctuations has also been found for the L-H
transition.12–15 Correlations during bad confinement seen in
the present paper are not due to edge localized modes
(ELMs), but are probably caused by “ELM-like” transport
events.25,26 Proper ELMs and H modes are only observed in
W7-AS with the ta value in certain operational windows.27

The fact that the correlations we have discovered for bad
confinement are akin to those identified in L mode suggests
that the term ELM-like is a good label for these turbulent
bursts. However, it is not clear to what extent the observed
increase in intermittency(correlation of band autopower sig-
nals) in bad confinement is due to the increase in fluctuation
amplitude or due to stronger intermittency, but the tendency
fits into the idea that the presence of ELM-like events is

FIG. 17. Cross correlation between magnetic and density fluctuations vs time lag(units of 20ms). Left, cross correlation for shot 47 941(SG); right, cross
correlation for shot 47 944(SB). Solid line is volume 1, dashed line volume 2.

FIG. 18. Cross correlation between Mirnov rms signal and density fluctua-
tion band autopower(volume 2) vs band frequency and time lag(units of
20 ms). Left, shot 47 941(SG); right, shot 47 944(SB).
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associated with a worsening of global confinement. ELM-
like events are not as localized at the edge as proper ELMs,
which usually occur 2–3 cm inside the LCFS. However, one
can make the statement that ELM-like events are localized
roughly at the maximum of the pressure gradient.28

Within the last couple of years, a multitude of observa-
tions have been published indicating the existence of zonal
flows (ZF), see, e.g., Refs. 29–32. Our observations in Sec.
III D 1 that the fluctuation band autopower is instantaneously
correlated at the bottom and top of the plasma also seem to
indicate a globalsn=0,m=0d ZF structure. In future work
we will pursue this question by investigating low frequency
modulations of the density fluctuation velocity. This will be
done both by analyzing the crosspower phase and the speed
of density fluctuations. If a low frequency geodesic acoustic
mode (GAM) is causing the observed correlations, this
should be reflected in high frequency fluctuations.31,33

B. Confinement and the radial electric field

In studies of density fluctuations during L and H mode
we found that the average L-(H-) mode speed of the density
fluctuations was 600s400d m/s, see Refs. 13 and 15. In that
case, improved confinement was associated with a reduction
of the speed of the fluctuations.

In the present case, for confinement transitions created
by varying ta, we discovered the opposite tendency: The av-
erage speed of the density fluctuations in bad(good) confine-
ment was found to be 2s3d km/s.

The cause of these differences, both in the trend and
magnitude of the speed, is most likely due to the behavior of
Er. For edge profiles ofEr, see Refs. 13 and 15(L and H
mode) and Refs. 12 and 23(good to bad confinement transi-
tion). We will concentrate on the description of the dis-
charges treated in this paper and refer to Refs. 13 and 15 for
the analysis of L- and H-modeEr measurements.

If the speed of density fluctuations is dominated byE
3B rotation effects, the speeds found correspond to radial
electric fields of −5 kV/m (bad confinement) and
−7.5 kV/m (good confinement). This is in agreement withEr

measurements from a few centimeters inside the LCFS, see
Secs. III B and III C.

There is definitely a largerEr shear in the edge plasma
for good confinement compared to bad confinement, see Fig.
9. Further, as we have seen above, the amplitude ofEr at the
radial position where the density fluctuations occur is largest
for good confinement. This means that the fluctuations are
rotating faster in the poloidal direction during good confine-
ment. These observations are consistent with turbulence sup-
pression in good confinement due toEr shear.34,35

Faster rotation during good confinement fits the general
trend found in Sec. III C that electron DD time delays be-
tween the two LOTUS volumes are smallest for good con-
finement.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an analysis of fluctuations in plasmas
exhibiting good and bad confinement. Stationary good and
bad confinement plasmas were created using the external

coils exclusively to modify the edge rotational transform.
We have analyzed the intermittency(modulation) of den-

sity fluctuation power and found that the electron DD core
plasma feature is modulated at the bottom and top of the
plasma in a correlated way. As turbulent structures are
known to travel only some centimeters in the poloidal direc-
tion, this observation indicates that the fluctuation amplitude
is modulated on an entire flux surface. It is not yet clear
whether this modulation causes local profile flattenings
(ELM-like phenomena) or if it is simply a consequence of
the flattening by some other phenomena. In the latter case,
small-scale turbulence phenomena would just monitor the
ELM-like events. It is important to note that for the edge ion
DD feature this top-bottom correlation was not observed.

Correlations between magnetic and density fluctuations
confirmed the analysis performed using only density fluctua-
tion measurements. The correlation time of the bursts is of
order 100ms, similar to the lifetime observed during edge
localized modes. A comparable correlation time was found
correlating Mirnov coil band autopowers in Ref. 36. It is
possible that the correlated fluctuations are due to large-scale
zonal flows; that is a topic for future work.

A new line of investigation is whether the behavior of
turbulence in this type of confinement transition can be re-
produced in tokamaks. Similarity experiments in the Alcator
C-Mod tokamak have been initiated to answer this
question.37 Here, the plasma current is ramped to vary the
edge safety factorqa around 3 where we would expect a
transition analogous to the one found in W7-AS.
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